
RICOH TotalFlow 
Production ManagerTM

Pre-Press to Print 
Production Management

Automate job management to maximize  
your sheet-fed printer utilization



Vendor neutral by design, RICOH TotalFlow Production Manager increases the efficiency of
your workflow, maximizes device utilization, and reduces costs. From job inception to 
completion, this scalable solution can streamline your operations by automating repetitive
tasks to reduce operator interventions, labor costs and risk of errors, and increase productivity.

Increase efficiency from prepress to print

Reduce repetitive pre-production tasks, improve output quality, and  
produce more work in a day by creating dynamic, reusable workflows. 

 ▪ Maximize device utilization with intelligent scheduling based on job  
attributes, including media and finishing, and due date tracking

 ▪ Manage jobs with page-level exceptions, such as stapling, and  
create conditional JDF/JMF workflows

 ▪ Improve production accuracy and file integrity with full PDF Adobe
®

 job  
submission with ticketing

Improve visibility, communication and control  
of operations

Easily oversee your entire shop floor by connecting up to 15 devices with one 
instance of the solution. Email notifications at the job- and printer-level to  
improve communications across your business.

 ▪ Control your print tasks centrally and keep all your print protocols  
within one view

 ▪ Monitor and improve operator knowledge and efficiency with reports  
on media usage as well as color and B&W page counts.

 ▪ Provide awareness of shop-wide scheduled work for a clear representation  
of job completion status

Fast, accurate and affordable 
production printing



Capture more business with increased versatility

Satisfy more client requirements and accept new projects with the ability to handle 
more file formats, print languages and protocols.

 ▪ Print Postscript/PCL and PDF data streams and use LPR and hot folder submissions

 ▪ Send jobs to print from the browser interface as well as from native applications 
using printer drivers for Mac

®

 and PC

 ▪ Convert data streams to PDF for job ticketing, reading or archiving, and map 
them to replace embedded tray, paper and finishing commands

Attain higher profits with shop-wide integration

Achieve improved utilization of material, labor and equipment by taking advantage 
of the solution’s vendor-neutral design to unite devices and applications.

 ▪ Turn jobs faster and minimize downtime by pooling printers for load-balancing 
to ensure the most efficient and fastest path to job completion, with the 
assurance of backup

 ▪ Increase output accuracy with visual job tickets that preview how the job will 
print and add optional approval and proof-printing steps to avoid reprints

 ▪ Create additional workflow efficiencies by integrating with other supported 
applications, such as MarcomCentral

®

Submit print jobs faster by integrating RICOH 
Production Manager and RICOH TotalFlow 
Prep. By working together these solutions 
eliminate more manual steps in print job 
preparation. Rapidly create print-ready PDF 
files put of multiple file formats, including 
scanned documents.

Better Together
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Speak with your Ricoh sales representative to request a demonstration to personally experience how  
RICOH TotalFlow Production Manager can empower your business or visit www.ricohsoftware.com  
to request a free software trial.

RICOH TotalFlow Production Manager 
Next Steps

http://www.ricohsoftware.com

